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Foreword
2011 was a truly exciting year
for Equistone Partners Europe:
despite continuing economic
uncertainty in its markets the
firm was able to return €1.3bn
to its institutional investors
through a steady flow of exits;
continue investing in high
quality businesses; hold a
first close on its fourth fund;
and simultaneously negotiate
its independence from
Barclays Bank.
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Despite the pressures of the fundraising
and the spin-out, 2011 was business as
usual with the team concentrating on
sourcing good quality deals as well as
exiting those investments where value
had been added. Our new investment
activities were spread across our core
markets of Germany, France and the
UK, although our experience was in
line with the wider PE market, which
saw Germany and France remaining
strong, while dealflow in the UK was
relatively quiet.

it has been agreed on terms which
secure the future of the business and
provide stability and continuity for our
stakeholders.

While the day-to-day operations
continued as before, the firm itself
took on a new structure after agreeing
a management buyout from Barclays
Bank. Following this deal, the
management company’s name was
changed from Barclays Private Equity
Limited to Equistone Partners Europe
Limited (“Equistone”).

Equistone continues to manage all the
same funds and has also held several
closings of its fourth fund. Although
a completely independent model is
attractive to many institutional investors
(and indeed to the managers of potential
investee companies), raising fresh capital
in an international capital market still
beset with liquidity restraints has been
a challenge. The firm’s track record,
investment strategy and stability of
the team (which boasts an average of
over 16 years of private equity investing
experience), has enabled it to raise over
€1bn at the close of the first quarter
of 2012. With this funding base,
Equistone is set for a secure future as an
independent firm.

We are not able to disclose the terms
of the management buyout, although

Guillaume Jacqueau,
Managing Partner
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Looking back on 2011

Investment activity
Equistone made six new investments
during 2011, a combined equity
investment of €330m. The firm’s
investments mirror activity levels across
its core markets during the year. Just
one investment, the buyout of The
Mill (a video content business), came
out of the UK market. Under normal
circumstances the UK buyout market
would be expected to yield greater deal
flow but it was relatively quiet in 2011,
in notable contrast to the German and
French buyout markets, both of which
continued to recover strongly after the
low activity levels of 2009.
Equistone’s other new investments in
2011 included two from France and
three from Germany. Both of the French
investments (Coventya and Unither
Pharmaceuticals) were repeat buyouts,
which is reflective of private equity firms
being the main category of business
vendor last year. Secondary buyout
activity in the French market during
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2011 accounted for around one third of
all buyout transactions and over half
their combined value, as both corporate
sellers and private vendors decided
to bide their time and wait for more
market stability.
For the same reasons secondary buyouts
were also dominant in the German
buyout market in 2011, where they
accounted for two-thirds, by value, of all
buyout activity during 2011, and around
28% by number. (Secondary buyouts
also remained an important component,
at 18.9%, of the UK buyout market
in 2011.) Equistone invested in two
secondary buyouts in Germany in 2011
(OASE and IN tIME Express Logistik),
whereas its investment in CU Chemie
UETIKON was a spin out of a German
pharmaceuticals and fine chemicals
manufacturing business of a Swiss
corporate holding company.
Additional funding was also given to
three investee companies; Bounty,

Desmet Ballestra and Konrad
Hornschuch. These follow on
investments were driven by specific
funding requirements within each
individual company and are discussed
in more detail in the section ‘Active
portfolio management 2011’. Equistone
believes in supporting its portfolio
companies in M&A led growth: 9 of our
companies made acquisitions in 2011.
In terms of exits, Equistone was
able to return €1.3bn of capital to its
institutional investors in 2011. During
this time France was the most active
market for the firm, yielding six of
Equistone’s eleven successful exits in
2011. The UK exit market dropped back
slightly on its previous year’s figures
and provided two exits in 2011. The
remaining exits were from Switzerland
and Germany; the latter being a market
that experienced a noticeable increase in
exit activity in 2011. This included the
sale of Jack Wolfskin, one of Equistone’s
most successful investments.

Private equity-backed buyout investments 2011

France
Germany
UK

No.

Value
€m

129

14,008.3

76

6,757.1

183

12,197.2

Private equity-backed exits in 2011
No.

Value
€m

France

68

13,732.0

Germany

53

12,385.0

153

8,581.1

UK

Private equity-backed secondary buyouts 2011
No.

No.
%

Value
€m

Value
%

France

46

33

7,527.7

54

Germany

24

28

4,403.3

64

UK

57

31

5,443.9

45

Source: CMBOR / Equistone Partners Europe /
Ernst & Young.
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2011 LOOKING BACK

Equistone’s exit pattern during 2011
illustrates, and validates, its commitment
to investing through the cycle and
across its geographies. Not only were the
geographic origins of the exits spread
out but so were the longevity of these
investments; they span investments
made as far back as 2004 up until 2008.
This period includes growth years
(2004-2006), the peak of the market
in 2007 and the beginning of the
global financial crisis. The exits also
demonstrate the strategic value of
Equistone’s portfolio, with around half
of the exits being to trade buyers.
Market backdrop
While Equistone was adept at finding
exciting investment opportunities in
2011, it was also able to realise good
value for its investors across a variety
of sectors and geographies. Its flow
of investments in France, Germany,
and the UK, reflects activity levels in
these individual markets as well as
each market’s short to medium term
economic prospects.
Equistone remained committed to
investing throughout the cycle, even
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through the unprecedented market
turmoil that played out during the
summer months of 2011. In May,
Portugal became the third country (after
Ireland at €85bn and Greece at €110bn,
both in 2010) to receive a bail out.
Portugal went away with €78bn. While
Portugal’s problems were damaging for
the Euro and led to questions about
whether or not Italy and Spain would
soon follow, they paled in comparison
to the unfolding drama of Greece’s very
obvious need for a second, much
larger, bail out.
These headwinds inevitably made new
deals harder to finance. However, a core
group of lending banks in each market
was able to provide continued support
for buyouts.
Equistone’s ability to finance new
investments with conservatively
structured leverage finance continues
to define our approach to investing in
this market. We recognise the macroeconomic challenges, but believe there
are still attractive opportunities for us to
invest in strong, dependable and high
growth European opportunities.

Active portfolio
management 2011
BOUNTY
Country: UK
Original investment: July 2009
Follow on investment: Oct 2011
In June 2009, Equistone backed the
management buyout of Bounty from
Kaboose Inc, a Canadian Internet
business focused on websites targeted
at young families. Bounty is a leading
marketing business within the UK and
provides value to new and expectant
mothers by enabling leading FMCG
businesses to access this consumer
segment. It is best known for its Bounty
sampling packs that are provided free
of charge to new mothers attending
hospital, where 97% of all births take
place in the UK.
Following the investment by Equistone,
Bounty has demonstrated high growth

and strong cash generation. In November
2011, this performance enabled the
business to utilise excess cash to fund the
acquisition of a majority stake in Our365
Holdings Corp, the USA-based provider
of photographic and relationship
marketing services to new mothers. The
acquisition will enable the development
of Bounty’s UK business model in
alternative international markets.
Bounty acquired its majority stake in
Our365 from US private equity firm
Falconhead Capital. Falconhead, which
first invested in Our365 in August 2006
and subsequently supported three bolt
on acquisitions the following year, has
retained a significant minority stake in
Our365. However, Bounty retains the
right to enable the acquisition of the
remainder of Falconhead’s stake in the
medium term. The acquisition makes
Bounty a more strategic asset in its
sector.
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2011 ACTIVE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Global Blue
Country: Switzerland
Original investment: July 2007
Global Blue is the world’s leading service
provider for tourist VAT/GST refunds
and related services (such as dynamic
currency conversion) with a presence
in 40 countries. Equistone invested in
what was Global Refund as part of a
secondary buyout transaction in August
2007, when Apax Partners was selling
the stake it had held since 1999.
Equistone’s decision to invest in the
business was driven by its knowledge
and experience of the consumer & travel
sectors, as well as the financial services
sector. Global Blue’s business model
straddles all of these sectors in terms of
key drivers of its business. Equistone
correctly anticipated that luxury goods
and travel expenditure would be fairly
resilient during a recession, especially

among emerging market travellers who
represented a material and increasing
driver of revenue. Equistone also
believed that VAT rates, on which
Global Blue receives a commission per
transaction, were firmly on an upward
trend. This has been borne out as
governments increasingly seek to raise
income through indirect taxation routes.
The company changed its brand from
Global Refund to Global Blue in 2010 to
reflect its intention to widen its business
model from purely processing refunds
and its increased focus on marketing to
travellers. In addition, Equistone and the
company’s CEO agreed to strengthen
the senior management team and a new
CFO and Chief Marketing Officer were
appointed who have since contributed
significantly to the business. Global
Blue has performed exceptionally well,
despite the global recession, and it has
also benefited from Equistone’s flexible
financing approach. The investment was
structured with non-amortising debt
and Equistone was able to negotiate
financing terms advantageous to the
company.
Consequently, even during the depths
of the global financial crisis Global
Blue’s management team was able to
remain solely focused on the business’
growth strategy, especially among
emerging market travellers who
represented a material and increasing
driver of revenue. In recent years the
company has gone from strength to
strength and is now a major strategic
asset in Equistone’s portfolio.
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Konrad Hornschuch
Gruppe
Country: Germany
Original investment: June 2008
In June 2008, Equistone invested in
Konrad Hornschuch AG, a leading
provider of premium films (such as the
self-adhesive varieties used to decorate
kitchen surfaces, door and windows)
and artificial leather, typically used for
automotive interiors or fashion products.
At that time management, DZ Equity
and L Bank owned the equity in Konrad
Hornschuch. While the latter two exited
at the time of Equistone’s investment

Desmet Ballestra
Country: Belgium
Original investment: Jan 2007
Equistone acquired a majority stake in
Desmet Ballestra, a world leader in the
process engineering for the oils & fats,
detergents-surfactants and oleochemicals
& biodiesel industries, in January 2007.
Desmet Ballestra was subsequently
adversely affected by the global
recession and in particular the total
collapse of the promising biodiesel
market. The firm had made operational
investments to support the fast growing

in the business, the management rolled
over a significant proportion of its equity
into the new transaction.
Since coming under Equistone’s
management, Konrad Hornschuch
has made three bolt-on acquisitions,
including O’Sullivan Films, a leading
provider of premium films in the USA.
This was the first venture into the
North American market.
In 2011 Equistone provided further
equity capital to allow Konrad to
complete the installation of the Sabic
plant at the O’Sullivan site in the USA,
giving the group key manufacture and
distribution abilities in this important
market.

biodiesel market, which by their
nature, were slow to dismantle.
However, following a re-energising
of the business through a change of
CEO and a reform of second tier
management, the company is executing
a strategic plan to refocus and take
the business forward. Equistone has
provided funding to support short
term working capital and has given
management the time to put its new
strategy into play.
Equistone has previous experience of
successfully investing in engineering
and contracting businesses, including
Fives-Lille, Converteam and Spie
Batignolles.
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2011 NEWCOMERS
“The way to embrace the future is guided by our desire to become the
most respected supplier to the worldwide surface finishing industry.
This relates to innovation and unique processes as well as unrivalled
quality of service. This means external growth through acquisitions
with a cultural fit, leading us to a position as one of the top three
players in our industry.” Thomas Costa, CEO, Coventya Group

Coventya
Electroplating and surface
treatment
Equistone acquired Coventya Group,
a leading company in the development
and supply of electroplating chemicals
for surface treatment, in July 2011.
Equistone bought Coventya from the
French private equity firm NiXEN
Partners, which invested in the original
buyout of the business back in 2006.
Coventya prides itself on its responsive
service and offers its many customers a
wide range of OEM certified products
based on innovative technology. Its main

10
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target markets are the automotive, oil,
fashion and construction sectors. The
rationale for Equistone’s investment
in the business at this point in the
economic cycle is to enable Coventya to
pursue its ongoing development strategy,
particularly through acquisitions in
emerging markets.
Coventya currently operates in over 40
countries and its management team
already had a strong focus on emerging
markets. With Equistone’s support
Coventya is pursuing a buy-and-build
programme and has already completed
one acquisition in India.

Country: France
Investment date: July 2011
Deal team: Guillaume Jacqueau,
Arnaud Thomas and
Grégoire Châtillon
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2011 NEWCOMERS
“We believe OASE is an excellent platform investment to actively
participate in the consolidation of the fountain, pump and filter
markets.” Michael H Bork, Managing Director, Equistone, Munich

Country: Germany
Investment date: June 2011
Deal team: Michael Bork, Stefan
Maser and Alexis Milkovic

OASE
Water garden technology
Equistone acquired OASE Holding
GmbH in June. OASE was founded
in 1949 as a repair shop for agricultural
machines and has gone on to become
a market leader in Europe for fountain
and water garden technology with a
reputation for innovation and quality.
It is known for its specialist fountain
technology and lake management
systems including energy-efficient
pumps and water features, efficient filter
systems and sludge removers, lighting
solutions, as well as pond construction
and pond cleaning products. Its
products are designed for domestic and
corporate use and the company is a
global player in its chosen markets.
Equistone bought OASE from
Cognetas, which led the original
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buyout of the business
in 2002. Equistone’s
investment will support
OASE’s continuing product
innovation and growth in an
expanding health and wellness
market, and will help OASE
further consolidate its worldwide
positioning. OASE’s recent high
profile projects include the multimedia fountain in Peking’s Olympia
Park and the world’s largest artificial
waterfall at Bampo Bridge in Seoul.
More than half of OASE’s revenues
are derived from overseas exports.
It has two production centres;
one in Germany and the other
in China. However, its employees
operate out of more than 10 different
centres spanning Asia, Europe and
the USA.

Country: Germany
Investment date: Sept 2011
Deal team: Michael H Bork, Oskar
Schilcher and Alexis Milkovic

IN tIME Express
Logistik
Door-to-door delivery services
Equistone acquired the Hannover,
Germany-based courier and express
service provider IN tIME Express
Logistik GmbH in September 2011.
IN tIME was founded in 1983 and has
operated as IN tIME Express Logistik
GmbH since 1987. With sophisticated
proprietary technology, customised
service and outstanding quality, IN
tIME is one of the fastest growing
specialists in the European logistics
sector. In 2010 the company generated
sales of around €100m with around 400
employees at over 20 sites in Germany,
Romania, the Czech Republic, Hungary
and Sweden.
Equistone acquired its stake in IN tIME
from ECM Equity Capital Management,
which first invested in the group in 2007.
IN tIME’s management team reinvested
for a significant stake in the business

when Equistone became the majority
shareholder.
Equistone intends to support IN tIME
in building upon and strengthening its
position in existing markets as well as
expanding its presence in Europe and
pursuing further growth via strategic
acquisitions.
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2011 NEWCOMERS
“With its technological know-how and its strong reputation, CU
UETIKON Lahr is known for being a well-connected player in
the industry with high quality standards. Together with the
company’s highly qualified and experienced management team
we will concentrate on pressing ahead with development in the
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and nutrition industries in particular.”
Philippe Stüdi, Director, Equistone, Zurich
Country: Germany
Investment date: Oct 2011
Deal team: Philippe Stüdi and
Marc Erni

CU Chemie UETIKON
Fine chemical and active
pharmaceutical ingredients
producer
Equistone acquired fine chemical
specialist CU Chemie UETIKON
GmbH in October. CU UETIKON
manufacturers fine chemicals and active
pharmaceutical ingredients and has been
operating from its site in Lahr in the
German Black Forest for over 40 years.
The company develops custom synthesis
of complex multilevel intermediaries
and Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients
(APIs), focusing on niche therapeutic
markets and fine chemicals for the
nutrition and cosmetics industries
amongst others.
CU UETIKON owns one of the most
advanced production facilities in the
world, which complies with all Good

14
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Manufacturing Practice (GMP) industry
guidelines, ensuring consistently high
quality production processes.
Equistone bought CU Chemie
UETIKON from its Swiss parent
company CPH Chemie + Papier
Holding AG. The share capital is split
between Equistone (90%) and CU
Chemie UETIKON’s management
team (10%).

Country: France
Investment date: Nov 2011
Deal team: Guillaume Jacqueau,
Stanislas Gaillard and
Thierry Lardinois
“We will be giving the management
team our full support to enable
the group to strengthen its
position as a world leader, both
through organic growth and
acquisitions.” Guillaume Jacqueau,
Managing Partner, Equistone

Unither
Pharmaceuticals
Manufacturer of medical dosage
products

an ambitious strategy of organic and
external growth over the next five years.

Equistone acquired Unither
Pharmaceuticals in November. This is
a secondary buyout transaction that
will see Equistone became the lead
investor while the prior investor, ING
Parcom Private Equity, remains with
the company as a minority shareholder
alongside long term investors CMCIC Investissement and Picardie
Investissement.

Unither Pharmaceuticals was first
spun out as a factory employing 17
people in Amiens in 1993. Today it is a
global player with a core focus on the
manufacture of single dosage formats
(products ready for customer use) for
European pharmaceutical laboratories,
and generic products (particularly
eyewashes, saline solutions and antiasthma drugs in sterile single-dose units
and stick-packs). The company has four
industrial sites and an R&D centre,
which enabled it to generate revenues of
€151m in 2010.

The rationale for Equistone taking
a controlling stake in the business
is to enable the company to pursue

EQUISTONE 2011 ANNUAL REVIEW
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2011 NEWCOMERS

“Changes in the advertising market and
the proliferation of the opportunities for
brands to interact with their customers via
the moving image provide a very attractive
opportunity for the company.” Steven
Silvester, Director, Equistone, London

The Mill
Award-winning video content
Equistone acquired a majority stake
in The Mill, the award-winning video
content business for global brands and
advertising agencies. The Mill is best
known for producing sophisticated
digital visual effects for major brands
including Nike, Ford, T-Mobile, Sony,
Adidas, Lynx and Barclaycard. For
Nike, The Mill helped create an epic
three minute advert called ‘Write the
Future’ that had its worldwide debut
on Facebook during the 2010 football
World Cup and, within two weeks,
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received a world-record 14 million hits
on YouTube.
Equistone bought The Mill for £119m
from the venture capital arm of The
Carlyle Group.
Equistone’s investment in The Mill
will be used to support continued
organic growth. Plans for this include:
meeting increasing client demand for
VFX services in Los Angeles; pursuing
opportunities in adjacent markets; and
further expansion into new geographic
locations.

Country: UK
Investment date: April 2011
Deal team: Steven Silvester and
Sam Breuning

Photo: Mass Effect 3
game trailer.
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“Our team’s successful investment track record has been established
over many years by a consistent focus on identifying and partnering
with winning management teams in the European mid-market to
achieve long term growth and impressive returns for our investors.
This strong track record means Equistone is well positioned from the
outset to capitalise on continuing investment opportunities in Western
Europe as an independent investment firm.” Guillaume Jacqueau,
Managing Partner, Equistone

About Equistone
Management & Governance
In November 2011 Equistone acquired
Barclays Private Equity from Barclays
Capital, the investment banking division
of Barclays Bank plc. The funds raised
during the time of Barclays Private
Equity’s existence have been renamed
Equistone Partners Europe Fund I, Fund
II and Fund III. These three funds, along
with Equistone Partners Europe Fund IV,
which had total commitments of some
€1bn by March 2012, will be managed
by Equistone Partners Europe Limited,
a UK limited company, regulated by the
Financial Services Authority.
In essence, the management and
governance of Equistone remains
largely the same as when the team
operated as Barclays Private Equity, with
the crucial difference that Equistone is
wholly owned by its team.

18
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Equistone makes investment decisions
through a three-stage investment
committee process and makes
management and operational decisions
through a management board, which in
turn liaises in turn with a supervisory
board. The investment committee
comprises the voting members of the
management and supervisory boards:
Guillaume Jacqueau, Owen Clarke
(CIO), Peter Hammermann (Chairman
of the Supervisory Board), Michael Bork,
Gonzague de Blignières and Rob Myers.
Investors
Equistone will continue to invest and
raise funds from global institutional
investors, which have provided the
majority of capital commitments
across its previous three funds; I, II &
III. Roughly two-thirds of the capital
currently committed to Fund IV comes

Equistone Partners Europe - Funds I - IV
External investors by geography

External investors by type

Fr

3% 3%
12%12%

% %
4% 44% 4

16%16%
35%35%

14%14%
18%18%
71%71%

Western
Europe
Western
Europe
Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
GulfGulf
North
America
North
America

from existing investors. Equistone will
no longer receive commitments into
its future fund raisings, (including the
ongoing fund raising of Fund IV) from
Barclays Capital as it has decided to
focus on its core investment banking
business.
Financials
All investment executives and several
operational professionals are collectively
owners of Equistone and receive a share
of the management company’s profits.
Additionally, the executives invest their
own money into the vehicles that invest
alongside the funds and which, subject
to certain criteria, entitle them to receive
a carried interest in the profits generated.

23%23%

of Funds
FundFund
of Funds
Sovereign
Wealth
Sovereign
Wealth
FundFund
Insurance
Company
Insurance
Company
Pension
Pension
FundFund
BankBank
Family
Office
Family
Office

This closely aligns the economic interests
of Equistone’s executives with its global
institutional investors.
Walker, CSR & ESG
Equistone continues to be a lower
mid-market private equity investor
and its UK portfolio investments all
fall below £500m enterprise value. As
such, the firm’s activities fall outside the
recommendations cited in Sir David
Walkers’ 2007 report on disclosure.
However, we adhere to its spirit of
transparency. In addition, we are
developing robust Environmental Social
and Governance policies to ensure
Equistone is at the forefront of industry
best practice.
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2011 EXITS
Country: Germany
Exit date: Aug 2011
Investment date: May 2005
Deal team: Michael H Bork and
Oskar Schilcher

Jack
Wolfskin

20
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“Jack Wolfskin impressively demonstrates
that Equistone has been able to develop the
business together with its partners and the
management team from a €80m business
to a €400m business just by growing
organically.” Michael H Bork, Managing
Director, Equistone, Munich

Outdoor fashion and equipment
Equistone sold its stake in Jack
Wolfskin, the German market leader
for outdoor-fashion and equipment,
in August 2011 after a period of stellar
and sustained growth. Equistone
first invested in this apparel business
in May 2005, in partnership with
Quadriga Capital and alongside
management.
In August 2011 Equistone and Quadriga
both sold their stakes to Blackstone as
part of a secondary buyout transaction.
Although the terms of the sale were not
disclosed, the investment produced a
double digit money multiple, one of
the strongest returns in Equistone’s
history. The strong performance meant
investors had already received their
original investment and all bank debt
had been fully repaid.

Jack Wolfskin was founded in
Frankfurt in 1981 and its growth
had concentrated primarily in local
German speaking markets. Although
growth here had been strong, work
began on internationalising the Jack
Wolfskin brand. China, Italy, France
and the UK were singled out as
strong potential markets. Although
the European growth quickly proved
promising, this performance pales in
comparison to the explosion witnessed
in the Chinese market.
Alongside these expansion plans,
Equistone was instrumental in
crafting a new management structure
for the business. This needed to be
commensurate with the fast growing
international side of the Jack Wolfskin
business while ensuring it would
continue to serve its strong existing
markets.
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2011 EXITS
“Equistone has proved to be an excellent partner in developing the
business over the last seven years, supporting us in building a highly
profitable, sustainable business with widely-recognised brand across
the world.” Roy Smith, CEO, Femcare

Country: UK
Exit date: March 2011
Investment date: Sept 2004
Investment return: 1.9x
Deal team: Phil Griesbach and
Sam Breuning

Femcare
Group
Healthcare group
In March 2011, Equistone sold its stake
in Femcare-Nikomed. The sale, which
saw Equistone make a return of 1.9 times
its original investment, was concluded
following an auction process won by
Utah Medical Products Inc.
Femcare-Nikomed is a leader in female
surgical contraception, manufacturing
and supplying the Filshie Clip System,
as well as the supply of an extensive
range of disposable surgical and
laparoscopic instruments and a range of
urological disposable products.
Under Equistone’s ownership, overseas
sales growth transformed Femcare into

22
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an international business with 70% of
sales originating outside the UK. Future
increases in market share are expected
from opportunities in growth countries,
such as Brazil and Korea; where the
Filshie system received regulatory
approval shortly before Femcare’s sale.
Equistone first invested in Femcare in
2004. Equistone worked alongside the
team to develop and grow the business,
successfully converting customers of
basic applicators and clips to procedure
kits, as well as developing new products
outside the core Filshie system. In 2009,
Equistone engaged in a strategic refocus
of the business that saw Femcare’s
profitability increase, prior to launching
the sale process.

Country: France
Exit date: Apr 2011
Investment date: Nov 2006
Deal team: Laurent Chauvois and
Stanislas Gaillard

Gerflor
Manufacturer of vinyl flooring
Equistone sold its minority stake in
Gerflor, the creator, manufacturer and
marketer of innovative, decorative and
eco-responsible solutions for flooring
and interior finishes, to ICG in April
2011. AXA Private Equity led the
November 2006 buyout of Gerflor
in association with Equistone which
took a minority participation in the
investment. Although the terms of
the sale to ICG were not disclosed,
Equistone received an attractive money
multiple on its original investment.
Gerflor’s vinyl flooring is split into:
non-residential buildings, which

accounts for nearly two-thirds of sales;
sport and transport, at close to 20% of
sales; and the residential sector, which
accounts for the remaining sales. The
business performed very well throughout
the period of Equistone’s management,
including during the adverse market
conditions of 2008-2010, thanks to an
efficient and innovative product offer.
Gerflor increased sales from €359m in
2006 to €448m in 2010.
This positive performance also relies
on a resilient French market and high
growth rates in Asia and the Middle
East, as well as targeted acquisitions
and almost €60m being invested in
industrial equipment.
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2011 EXITS

Siteco
Group
Lighting fixtures manufacture
Siteco Group is the third biggest
European manufacturer of indoor and
outdoor lighting fixtures and distributes
its products in Europe, the Gulf and
Far East. Equistone invested in this
Germany-based manufacturing business
in 2007 as part of a secondary buyout
transaction. Siteco experienced a drop
in sales volumes in 2009, as a result of
the technical lighting sector traditionally
being sensitive to falls in GDP and a
slowdown in construction work, both
of which were key to Siteco’s markets.
Despite this, Equistone has made a
healthy return on its investment
having sold the business to Osram
in February 2011.
During 2009, Equistone oversaw a cost
cutting programme and strengthened
the management team while continuing
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to promote Siteco’s technological
advantage in the indoor and outdoor
lighting markets. This approach resulted
in a swift reversal of fortunes with
sales climbing steadily in 2010 and
more strongly in 2011. A core part of
Siteco’s market differentiation is the
technologically advanced nature of its
products, such as LED applications, as
well as leading product design and a
strong brand image.
These attributes had attracted a number
of approaches by potential buyers
during the time Equistone managed
the business. As a result Equistone was
well placed to conduct its own limited
auction among the most suitable
corporate investors when the time
came to sell the business. Osram, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Siemens
AG, went on to acquire the business
for an undisclosed sum.

“For the past four years we have worked
with the management team at Siteco to
achieve an excellent competitive position
internationally in a strong growth market for
lighting solutions, also securing a number
of jobs in this period.” Peter Hammermann,
Managing Director, Equistone, Munich

Country: Germany
Exit date: Feb 2011
Investment date: Sept 2007
Deal team: Dr Peter Hammermann
and Dr Jan Wiechmann
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2011 EXITS
“We are happy that we have been able to help Karavel-Promovacances
to become a leader in its market by supporting its proactive strategy
of acquisitive growth.” Guillaume Jacqueau, Managing Partner, Equistone

Country: France
Exit date: June 2011
Investment date: Oct 2007
Investment return: 3.0x
Deal team: Guillaume Jacqueau,
Thierry Lardinois and Julie Lorin

KaravelPromovacances
On-line travel agency
Karavel-Promovacances, the leading
online French travel agency in which
Equistone invested in October 2007,
was sold to LBO France, by way of a
secondary buyout transaction in June
2011. The sale represented a 3.0x money
multiple for Equistone’s investors.
Karavel-Promovacances performed
well for the duration of Equistone’s
investment, continuing to record strong
growth despite exceptional events that
affected the travel market, such as
the Icelandic volcano ash clouds and
unrest in Tunisia and Egypt. KaravelPromovacances’ good performance is
attributable to strong organic growth, as
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well as three acquisitions it undertook
during the period of Equistone’s
investment. These were: ABCroisière,
France’s leading online travel agency
for cruise holidays; Partir Pas Cher, a
specialist in inexpensive holidays; and
Un Monde à Deux, an online agency
specialising in top-of-the-range holidays.
Karavel-Promovacances’ development
started in 2000 on the Harvard and
MIT university campuses in Boston
(USA), by the three French founders;
Alain de Mendonça, Folco Aloisi and
Marc Lacouture. They still run the
company. Karavel-Promovacances was
formally launched in May 2001 with
seven employees and went on to grow to
700 employees in the space of 10 years.

Country: France
Exit date: July 2011
Investment date: Dec 2007
Investment return: 2.5x
Deal team: Guillaume Jacqueau,
Grégoire Schlumberger and
Julie Lorin

Webhelp
Out-sourced call centres

In July 2011 Equistone exited its
investment in Webhelp, returning 2.5
times on its 2007 re-vestment. This
was the second exit from Webhelp for
the firm. Equistone originally invested
in Webhelp in December 2005 and 18
months later completed its first exit
from the business at a 2.1 times multiple
when Astorg Partners led a secondary
buyout of the business. At the June
2007 exit, Equistone reinvested as a
minority investor, alongside Astorg
Partners.
Webhelp is the largest offshore player
in the French outsourced call centre
market. It operates centres in Morocco,
Romania and France and employs
more than 8,000 people. It serves large
French-speaking corporate clients in
various sectors with a value-added
offshore and in-shore multi-channel
offering. At the time of its sale, Webhelp
was well positioned to advance its

international expansion plans by
accessing non-French speaking markets.
After several approaches to management
to buy the business during the latter
part of 2010, a M&A advisor was
mandated to conduct a limited
auction process. The end result was
that Webhelp has received further
investment, through a tertiary buyout
led by Charterhouse Capital Partners.
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2011 EXITS
“Since January 2008, Equistone has supported our development
project with enthusiasm and professionalism and has supported our
acquisitions as well as our strong industrial investments and R&D.”
Marcel Katz, Founder and Chairman, Martek Power

Country: France
Exit date: Aug 2011
Investment date: Feb 2008
Investment return: 2.4x
Deal team: Guillaume Jacqueau,
Grégoire Châtillon and
Stanislas Gaillard

Martek
Power
Power conversion industry.
Martek Power is a French switching
and linear power supplies designer and
manufacturer that was sold by Equistone
to US trade buyer Cooper Industries for
a 2.4 times money multiple in August
2011. Martek Power is a world leader in
energy conversion in markets ranging
from aeronautics, defence, rail, telecoms
to medicine.
Equistone first invested in Martek
Power in February 2008 when two of
the non-operational family shareholders
were seeking to realise their stake in the
business, which was originally founded
in 1987. Despite a largely unfavourable
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economic environment since Equistone’s
investment in the business, Martek
Power has performed well and increased
profit levels at the same time as
generating very strong cash flows. These
cash flows enabled Martek Power to
finance three new acquisitions without
seeking further capital injections. Two
of the acquisitions were in the home
French market and the third was a
US business called Laser Drive, which
completed in July 2010.
US-listed Cooper Industries Inc, which
acquired Martek Power, is a diversified
global manufacturer of electrical
components with a market cap of
around US$10bn.

Country: UK
Exit date: Sept 2011
Investment date: April 2003
Investment return: 1.3x
Deal team: Catherine Wall and
Andrew Backen

FirstAssist
Insurance
Services
Healthcare insurance
In September, Equistone sold
FirstAssist Insurance Services, a
leading provider of bespoke insurance
solutions, for £71m, to Cigna, a listed
US global health services company.
FirstAssist Insurance Services is a UK
white labelled insurance provider
and employs 480 people. It delivers
travel, budget health, protection and
legal expenses insurance products for
financial institutions, retailers and
affinity groups to provide to their
customers under their own brands.
FirstAssist Insurance Services was
acquired by Equistone in 2003 as
part of the larger £147m buyout of

FirstAssist Group from Royal & Sun
Alliance. The Private Medical Insurance
division was sold to Standard Life
in 2006 for £25m, and the health
and wellbeing services provider,
FirstAssist Services Holdings, was sold
to Capita plc for £12.5m in 2010.
Following the sale of FirstAssist
Insurance Services, Equistone retained
ownership of the after-the-event
legal expenses provider Firstassist
Legal Expenses, which was demerged
from the group in February 2011.
Firstassist Legal Expenses was also
sold, to Burford Capital, a listed
litigation funder, for up to £28m,
with the sale completing early in
2012, bringing to an end Equistone’s
investment in FirstAssist Group.
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“SCHILD is a further proof that Equistone
understands the specific market features
of the Swiss medium-size business as
well as the interests and needs of the
management.” Philippe Stüdi, Director,
Equistone, Switzerland

SCHILD
Fashion retailer
SCHILD AG, a Swiss multi label
fashion retailer operating SCHILD and
mono brand stores, was acquired by
Equistone in December 2008. After two
years of growth, the management team,
led by Stefan Portmann (President)
and Thomas Herbert (CEO), joined
together with the Swiss family office,
EGS Beteilgungen AG, to acquire
Equistone’s stake in the business in
January 2011. The transaction leaves
Portmann & Herbert with a 51% stake
in the business and the remainder of the
share capital is split between the rest of
the management team and EGS.
Despite challenging trading conditions in
the retail apparel market, and overseeing
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significant expansion of the business
while under its ownership, Equistone has
secured an attractive money multiple and
IRR for its investors.
SCHILD, which was founded in 1922,
saw significant investment during its
time under Equistone’s management:
a number of new mono brand stores
were opened; existing shops were
expanded and, in some cases, rebuilt.
2010 also included a new corporate
identity and redesign for SCHILD, as
well as the launches of both an award
winning online shop and a new private
label. Given this reinvigoration and
strengthening of SCHILD’s platforms,
Equistone expects the company to
continue to perform for its new
investors.

Country: Switzerland
Exit date: Jan 2011
Investment date: Dec 2008
Deal team: Philippe Stüdi and
Marc Erni
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2011 EXITS
Country: France
Exit date: Sept 2011
Investment date: Sept 2008
Investment return: 2.0x
Deal team: Guillaume Jacqueau,
Arnaud Thomas and
Grégoire Châtillon

Converteam II
Systems and equipment for
conversion of electrical energy

Converteam specialises in the supply
of systems and equipment that convert
electrical energy into mechanical energy,
such as drives, controls, motors and
generators. In 2011, Equistone received
a 2.0 times money multiple on its
investment.
When General Electric agreed to buy
Converteam for US$3.2bn in March
2011, it marked the end of Equistone’s
second phase of its investment in this
French engineering and manufacturing
firm. Equistone undertook the first
phase of its investment in Converteam
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in November 2005 when it acquired the
Alstom Power Conversion business from
Alstom, a French company. Following
this acquisition, Equistone renamed the
business Converteam.
From late 2005, when Equistone
acquired Converteam, until late 2008
the business experienced exponential
growth across its key markets.
Equistone then sought an exit from its
Converteam investment in the second
half of 2008 but, given the attractive
past performance of the business and
anticipated growth going forward,
the preferred exit strategy included
Equistone reinvesting in Converteam
alongside another private equity firm.
In the event, Equistone’s Fund II
exited Converteam at the same time
as its Fund III invested in the business
alongside LBO France and Converteam’s
management and employees. All three
investor groups took an equal stake in
the business.

Country: France
Exit date: Oct 2011
Investment date: Dec 2008
Deal team: Guillaume Jacqueau
and Stanislas Gaillard

Photonis
Photo sensor technology
In October 2011, Equistone sold
its investment in Photonis, the
international high tech group that
specialises in photo sensor technology.
Photonis is a world leader in the design
and manufacture of state-of-the-art
image intensifier tubes for space,
research, defence and commercial
applications. This exit, whereby
Equistone sold its 16% stake in Photonis,
which it had held alongside Astorg
Partners since 2008, saw Photonis sold
by way of a fourth management buyout
to AXA Private Equity.
Equistone’s association with Photonis
goes back to 1998, when Equistone

led the first management buyout of
Photonis from Philips Components.
Then when Equistone and Parconexi
exited its investment in 2001, it did so
via a secondary buyout. This secondary
transaction allowed the acquisition
of two competitors in the US and in
the Netherlands from 2004 until 2008
when the business was sold back to
Astorg and Equistone.
Equistone’s 2011 exit from its stake
in Photonis, which it acquired in
2008, yielded an attractive money
multiple for its investors. Much of the
growth in Photonis’ business during
Equistone’s 2008 – 2011 holding period
is attributable to the uplift in night
vision tube sales.
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Dr Marc Arens
Investment Director,
Munich

Michael H Bork
Senior Partner,
Munich

Marc Erni
Investment Director,
Zürich

Dr Peter
Hammermann
Senior Partner &
Country Head, Munich

Stephan Köhler
Chief Operating
Officer, Munich &
Zürich

Stefan Maser
Director, Munich

Alexis Milkovic
Investment
Manager, Munich

Dirk Schekerka
Director, Munich

Oskar Schilcher
Director, Munich

Philippe Stüdi
Director, Zürich

Dr Jan
Wiechmann
Director, Munich
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Laurent Chauvois
Director, Paris

Grégoire Châtillon
Director, Paris

Gonzague de
Blignières
Senior Partner, Paris

Stanislas Gaillard
Director, Paris

Thomas Grob
Director, Paris

Guillaume
Jacqueau
Managing Partner &
Country Head, Paris

Thierry Lardinois
Director, Paris

Julie Lorin
Director, Paris

Grégoire
Schlumberger
Director, Paris

Arnaud Thomas
Director, Paris
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Investment Director,
London

Sam Breuning
Investment Director,
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Investment Director,
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Director,
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Paul Harper
Investment Director,
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Rob Myers
Senior Partner &
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Steve O’Hare
Director,
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Steven Silvester
Director, London

Tim Swales
Director, London

John Walker
Director, London

Owen Clarke
Senior Partner &
Chief Investment
Officer

Simon Brown
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Officer
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Partner

Sue Woodman
General Counsel

Catherine Wall
Director,
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Germany
France
UK
France

France

Apr 11 Award-winning video content business

Sep 10 Publisher of partworks, books and magazines

Aug 10 Manufacturer of glass containers

Aug 10 Designer & installer of red meat slaughtering systems & industrial wastewater treatment systems

Jun 10 Manufacturer of metallic gates & curtains, roller shutters, aluminium gates & sectional doors

The Mill

Aurenis

Allied Glass

MPS Meat Processing Services

La Toulousaine

UK
UK
Switzerland

Dec 07 Supplier of wild bird care & garden products

Oct 07 Provider of multilingual services in technical support, user helpdesks & services for SMEs

Nov 07 Supplier of self adhesive labels for fresh and chilled food products

Gardman

avocis

Paragon Print & Packaging

UK

UK

Mar 08 Independent owner & operator of petrol filling stations

MRH (GB)

UK

ATPI

Germany

Germany

Jul 08 Organiser of business travel & events management

Computerlinks

Jun 08 Manufacturer of aesthetic laminates, high tech synthetics & artificial leathers

France

Sep 08 Distributor of IT security & Internet technology solutions

Compin

May 08 High street broker

UK

Mar 09 Equipment provider for passenger trains

Bounty

A-Plan Insurance

France

Jun 09 Direct marketing services to leading FMCG’s targeting new and expectant mothers

Sicame

Konrad Hornschuch

UK

Jun 10 Project management, design, fabrication, installation & testing services for energy sector

Dec 09 Manufacturer & distributor of accessories/equipment for transmission/distribution of electricity

Wilton

Germany

UK

Germany

Jul 11 Developer of electroplating and surface treatment

Jun 11 Water garden technology

Coventya

OASE Holdings

Germany

Sep 11 Door-to-door delivery services

IN tIME Express Logistik

France

Sep 11 Chemical and pharmaceutical producer

CU Chemie UETIKON

Location

Nov 11 Manufacturer of medical dosage products

Investment
date Area of business

Unither Pharmaceuticals

Company

Up to 31 December 2011, excluding exits up to date of publication, for France, Germany and the UK.

Portfolio investments

Germany
France
France
France
France
UK
France
UK
UK
France

Sep 07 Provider of ventilation, air climate & air movement solutions

Jul 07 Supplier of spectacle frames & sunglasses and manufacturer of vision aids, optical equipment

Jun 07 Supplier of pay & display machines for on-street parking

Mar 07 Design, manufacture & provider of scaffolding & props

Mar 07 Manufacturer of meta-aramid fibre for protective clothing & industrial applications

Feb 07 Supplier of plant & machinery to the edible oil, chemical & biodiesel industries

Jan 07 Supplier of labelling products

Dec 06 Manufacturer of professional switches & switch panels

Sep 06 Secured lender to residential & commercial sectors

Sep 06 Hirers of powered access machines

Aug 06 Design and production of manufacturing equipment for the aluminium, automotive, steel and cement industries

Fläkt Woods

Eschenbach Optik

Parkeon

Scaff’Holding

Kermel

Desmet Ballestra

Worldmark

APEM

Jerrold Holdings

AFI-Uplift

Fives-Lille

France

Feb 06 Metal and waste recycling

Sep 05 Forged steel parts/components supplier to automotive industry

Apr 05 Private hospitals

Mar 05 General cargo sales and services agent

Sogetrel

Metal & Waste Recycling

Neumayer Tekfor

Médi Partenaires

European Cargo Services

UK
France

Jun 02 Operator of cash and carry stores supplying equipment and consumables to retail stores

DigiPos Store Solutions

Retif

France

Sep 03 Construction

Aug 03 Provider of retail technology hardware and services

Spie Batignolles

France

France

Germany

UK

Germany

Jul 06 Mail order shipping packaging

Mar 06 Designer, installer & maintainer of multimedia & telecom networks

Ratioform

France

UK

Oct 07 International provider of travel-related payment services

Global Blue

UK

Oct 07 Provider of fluid connectors, instrumentation & associated services to the oil & gas industry

Hydrasun

COVER PHOTO:
Coventya Group, an
electroplating and
surface treatment
company.
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